Introducing smart marking and coding.

Productivity made simple.
Advancing productivity with advanced technology.

It’s time to raise your expectations about what a printer can do. The new 1000 Line of continuous ink jet printers is engineered to keep your production line up and running longer. So advanced, they automate setup and cleaning. So well-designed, they make maintenance easier than ever. All of which adds up to more continuous productivity — and greater lifetime value than any other unit.

Goes wherever you need it.
The 1000 Line is designed for maximum mobility. It’s compact and lightweight, with built-in handles for easy transport. Also, it does not require plant air, making it even more portable.

- Flexible umbilical for easy integration

Keeping you connected.
With the plug and play USB, hot swapping jobs and backing up messages is simple. The 1000 Line also offers Ethernet capability for off-line message management and control via our Clarisoft/Clarinet® software packages.

Simplicity at a glance.
A highly intuitive interface helps streamline daily tasks. It displays all the information you need to know about printer operation. And the WYSIWYG interface design means you’ll always see what you’re printing.

- Real-time fluid levels shown on screen
- Convenient i-button makes troubleshooting quick and easy

Videojet® 1000 Line
Small Character Ink Jet Printers
No mess, no waste, no mistakes.

The Smart Cartridge™ fluid delivery system eliminates spilled fluids, while ensuring that all the fluid in each cartridge is used. The smart design even makes sure you’re using compatible fluids.

- Self-contained cartridge prevents spills during replacement and drains completely to eliminate wasted fluids
- Low solvent consumption reduces operating costs
- Ensures compatible fluids are used every time

Easy, predictable maintenance.

The advanced core design enables 1000 Line printers to go longer between planned maintenance — while making maintenance simpler and more predictable.

- Long runs before requiring preventive maintenance
- Alerts operator when new core is needed
- Eliminates messy filter replacement
- Simple and quick core replacement

A clear advantage in print quality.

The 1000 Line produces the sharpest codes in the industry.

- Delivers excellent drop placement accuracy for best-in-class print quality
- Dynamic Calibration™ maintains consistent code quality in any environment
- Full range of fluids designed for optimum performance on all substrates

How uptime becomes automatic.

Innovative features — such as a printhead that calibrates and cleans itself — provide long runs with no intervention.

- Automatic printhead setup, calibration and adjustment ensures consistent performance
- Auto-cleaning design allows for longer print runs
- Plug and play printhead module makes servicing quick and easy
## Videojet® 1000 Line

**Small Character Ink Jet Printers**

### Videojet® 1210
- Up to 3 lines of print with speeds up to 533 fpm (162 mpm)
- IP55
- 6,000 hour core
- 2m umbilical (3m option)
- 100 message storage
- USB

### Videojet® 1510
- Up to 5 lines of print with speeds up to 914 fpm (278 mpm)
- IP55 (65 optional)
- 9,000 hour core
- 3m umbilical (6m option)
- 100 message storage
- Ethernet and USB
- Positive air
- Linear bar codes, 2D Matrix, GS1

### Videojet® 1610
- Up to 5 lines of print with speeds up to 960 fpm (293 mpm)
- IP65
- 12,000 hour core
- 3m umbilical (6m option)
- 250 message storage
- Ethernet and USB
- Positive air
- Linear bar codes, 2D Matrix, GS1
- Expanded font set available, including high speed fonts
- Advanced clean flow printhead design maximizes uptime
- Vapor recovery system for low solvent consumption
- Multiple connectivity options for external message creation, select and I/O control

---

**Count on uptime. Count on Videojet.**

Videojet delivers uptime assurance through a full range of best-in-class marking and coding technologies — backed by the industry’s largest, most responsive service network.

Greater productivity. Less maintenance. Lower cost of ownership. Find out how the new 1000 Line ink jet printers can help you raise uptime to a whole new level. To learn more, visit www.videojet.com/1000line.